Nuclear segmentation of bronchial epithelial cells by minimax and thresholding techniques. A comparison.
Two nuclear segmentation methods, Baky's minimax algorithm and thresholding, were compared on a sample of 879 atypical bronchial epithelial cells in sputum. Nuclear-cytoplasmic (N/C) ratios for all cells were determined by each segmentation method and compared to a visually determined value. Cells were categorized by atypia class (from metaplastic through malignant), by staining characteristics (orangeophilic and nonorangeophilic) and by method of digitization (either scanning microphotometry or video system). The method of digitization was confounded by subject differences. The results indicated that with most classes of atypia, N/C ratios determined by minimax were closer to the visually derived values than were those of thresholding, particularly with orangeophilic cells. Both methods become progressively less accurate, as compared to the visual procedure, as the degree of atypia increases.